Get Connected, Stay Protected

Wi-Fi Enabled Laundry Safety Alarm

Wi-Fi Smart Home Solution
The mobile app delivers important data on your dryer’s safety and
efficiency. It also connects you with your trusted service provider to be
certain your system is operating as safely and efficiently as possible.
•

Alerts When the Dryer Cycle is Complete

•

Calculates Average and Maximum Cycle Times

•

Identifies Average Number of Cycles Per Week

•

Shows Time Since Last Vent Cleaning

•

Estimates the Cost to Run the Dryer

•

Displays Actual Blockage Percentage

•

Alarms when Blockage
Becomes Dangerous

Help Prevent Dryer Fires &
Washing Machine Floods
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The LintAlert® continually monitors laundry
performance and warns of problems before
they become a danger.
Download the App Today

Have Us Protect Your Laundry Room Today

Protect Your Home
and Family

Always Know Your Laundry Room is Safe and Efficient
Dryer Venting—It’s Everyone’s Problem
Surprisingly, large amounts of lint make it past the lint screen. It collects
throughout the dryer duct system and results in longer cycle times, wasted
energy and worn out clothes. More importantly, exhaust problems and
combustible lint accumulation create a very real fire danger.
Today, you can help save energy and live a safer life.
Common causes of dangerous restriction:
normal lint buildup, kinked or crushed exhaust hoses
and vent hood blockages.

Preventing Laundry
Room Problems
Laundry appliances can turn against you
immediately, if not monitored regularly.
The statistics are staggering:

U.S. Dryer Fire Statistics
14,000+ Dryer Fires Reported Every Year
$191 Million Annual Property Damage
30 Civilian Lives Lost Each Year

®

LintAlert Protects
Laundry rooms are vulnerable to dryer fires and washing machine
floods which are dangerous and costly. As lint builds up over time, LED
indicators progressively illuminate indicating how efficiently the dryer is
exhausting. As airflow gets restricted, an alarm is triggered. Should a
washing machine leak occur, you’ll be notified immediately.

Laundry Room Water Damage is Costly
Busted or leaking washing
machine hoses can
swiftly create catastrophic
water damage.

Response Time is Critical

Protect Your Home

And Family

Did you know . . . A busted washing
machine hose can discharge up to
650 gallons per hour, causing major
damage in a short period of time.

Performance Matters
Clean and efficient dryer ducts improve cycle times and reduce utility costs.
By monitoring the dryer’s performance, you can maximize efficiency and
know when additional services are needed.

Laundry room leaks are among the top ten sources for residential water
loss with 170 million dollars damage annually and an average property
damage claim costs $5300. Get advanced protection with the LintAlert.

